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About This Content

Upgrade from Hero Edition to Champion Edition and unlock the following content:

Digital Original Soundtrack:
This soundtrack contains many of the game's music tracks performed by a live orchestra. Contains at least 17 tracks in MP3 and

FLAC formats.

Digital Campaign Almanac:
The Campaign Almanac contains everything related to the lore, history, and world of Eora as originally told by Hylsman Horag

and revised by the Hand Occult. The 35 page almanac has commentary provided by a variety of authors and is an engrossing
read for anyone keen to delve deeper into the world of the Pillars of Eternity.

Making of Documentary:
A video documentary of the entire Pillars of Eternity development process - from beginning to end. Includes commentary from

the developers and behind the scenes footage of game shows and events.

Digital Hi-res Game Map:
A high resolution map of Eora's Eastern Reach. Details include locations that players will be traveling to and locations that they

may be seen in future Pillars of Eternity products.

Wallpapers:
High resolution and multi-monitor wallpapers of cool concept art and in-game artwork.
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Ringtones:
Short clips of sounds and music from Pillars of Eternity. Perfect as mobile ringtones.
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pillars of eternity champion edition upgrade pack

Ace Combat 7 is what many hardcore Ace Combat fans were waiting for the last 10 years. The Campaign story may seem
confusing to many players at first, but if you know your Ace Combat lore or read up on it, you'll understand it in no time. The
campaign itself is the typical Ace Combat experience involving aircraft customization, aircraft tree (brought over from Infinity),
epic soundtrack, awesome superweapon boss fights, dogfights, etc. Multiplayer right now is only Team Deathmatch and Battle
Royale. However, Bamco did put their time into it and it is quite fun. One thing to keep in mind if you are into traditional
aircraft simulators like DCS and IL-2, is that Ace Combat 7 is NOT a flight sim, but an arcade flight action game instead. If you
loved the previous Ace Combat games, before Assault Horizon, you will like this.

. I gotta say top 3 favorite dlc maps yeah it mite have came out in 2012 but still good,still the longest and biggest map in TS take
you close to 8 hours from one side to the other following the speed limits and Steep Grades.Love all the Locomotive units that
come with this route. Gravity Ghost is a beautiful physics platformer wrapped around a sweet and touching story. I'd rather not
go into the story as it unfolds slowly and anything I say about it might be a spoiler.

Pros:

Super gorgeous artwork
Fun music
Novel gameplay
Wonderful story

Cons:

Controls can be a little annoying especially when trying to catch a star in a specific location
Story gets revealed slowly with lots of metaphors
Game kinda short

I recommend this game for anyone looking for an original experience, fun gameplay, and a great story.. \u0279\u01ddpun
u\u028dop pu\u0250l \u0250 \u026fo\u0279\u025f \u01dd\u026fo\u0254 I. Game goes well until 3-3, which I think must be
impossible to complete with an x-box 360 controller because of button lag. Maybe my thumbs don't work as well as they used
to, I don't know.
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Touch Down Football Solitaire is basically a re-skin of Revills' earlier game Home Run Solitaire, just replacing one sport with
another (you can read my review of that title here: https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/frontman12\/recommended\/725170\/).

If you liked Home Run Solitaire (or this sort of +1\/-1 Solitaire game in general), I feel confident in saying you'll like this game
as well. You'll have the announcer Frank making puns about the names of the teams you're playing, seemingly the same number
of levels, the same abilities, and almost the same mini-games appearing from time to time to break up the experience (three card
monte, match 3, memory, etc.). However, I must say that I've gotten to where I absolutely hate the match 3 game and skip it
every time. The grid of symbols is too small, in my opinion, and sometimes won't have enough of the symbol you need to match
to be successful.

Additionally, Touch Down Football Solitaire has the same issue with achievements tied to inferior abilities. However, this time
around I purchased those abilities first (the shuffle and Ace-dropper) and used them every chance I could, and therefore shaved
about 3 hours off of the time it took for 100% completion.

Chances are, I'd play another one of these if it were released (Three-pointer Solitaire for Basketball?), but I'd certainly welcome
changes to some of the mini-games and achievements.. Very good. Love it!. Been playing this game for years. A little buggy
between map transitions and not enough handouts for players (pay to play). If you don't want to pay (which is also a risk), then I
would recommend grinding a lot. Besides all of that, it's a great mmorpg, particularly for those who are fans of the previous
single player games, shows and movies,. Bigger productionvalue that expected! this is my feedback on SS2 and what i would
like to see for Super Seducer 3.

I think it was cool playing from a girls perspective, but it feels like the club part was not as wellmade.
The seeing how girls interaccted (in the spa) how girls talk and reson without men around was cool.
I think it was funny when there was a kind of story line and each chapter refered to other chapters like in the spa
it would be cool if one of the girl was saying yeah i went of my yacht and talked with a nice guy and then he showed me
his♥♥♥♥♥♥under the table.
... OMG you actually did addet that element of fake tinder pictures;) I JUST LOVE YOU MORE NOW.

it would also be cool to play from both perspective in the same chapter, And they could end up together or
it all could branch out and continue the girl storyline and man storyline. But the game need to be optimized for that, so if it
branch out you can start from where it separated to two storys.

i think richards friend that gave the female perspective on it was cool to have.
I also liked that it was not always richard as the main characheter.
The comedy scene was just hurrendus and pointless.

I think it would be cool if you break the "forth wall" in the game.
Like the model goes (staring right into the camera) "Really you choose that?!, alright here we go". revisiting stuff in my library
that I hadn't really played much...

this game would be a fun if not exceptional shmup, if it didn't continually freeze up on me at random times. game just
completely locks up, no way to get out except windows key or ctrl+alt+del. can't recommend it due to that.. I continue to have a
really fun time as I try to shoot and conquer my way
through this game. The many levels provide new, interesting, and challenging
experiences reminiscent of 80s arcade classics. If you are up for a challenge
and like space arcade games this is definitely worth a shot. Beware, the
challenge is not for the faint of heart though the victory is worth the reward! :)

PROS:
* Challenging levels
* 80s style arcade space shooter
* Music
* Fun end of level bosses
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* Normal and hard modes
* Leaderboards

Cons:
* red lasers are really faint in hard mode(I enjoyed it because its hard mode but I can see that it may be off putting to others)
* Only available on Windows, AFAICT.

Overall:
This is a great game that I recommend to anyone who wants a classic 80s space shooter!!. Disclaimer: I have been told that there
is a way around the bug which was the main reason for me disliking the game. Personally I have not given this a try, but if you
are experiencing pathfinding issues play the game at normal speed.

The game seemed interesting however whenever I sent my people to go and do anything I would have constant pathing issues.
The people would run back and forth on the spot which meant that it took much longer for me to do anything as my people
wouldn't respond. The worst case of this was in a battle, I tried getting them into towers however they just kept running back
and forth instead of garrisoning the towers leading to me losing most of my defences. Until this bug is fixed it is a definite no go
for me even for a dollar as it was unplayable.. Absolute masterpiece, really suits my interests and is everything I look for in a
game. Only feedback is that I would want a voice to read and play for me so that I can masturbate with both hands :) .. Devs
have been on 'vacation' for a looooong time now...
Will adjust review when (if) they get back.

Game is ok, but no updates are being released.
Stay away from this for now.
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